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one revolution ,to one revolution of the ro 
tary carrier 14. I 
A switch 69 is located at the entrance end 

of the stitcher table 27, which switch is op—' 
erated from a cam 70 on the shaft 33 of the 
rotary carrier 31 through the connection 71. 
A movable cam 72 for opening the grip 

pers 23 at the proper intervals to receive 
the sheetfed from the extra source of sheet 
supply 1 is controlled by a cam 73 on the 
shaft 15 of the rotary carrier 13 through 
the connection 74. 
A movable cam 75for releasing the grip 

pers 23 at the proper intervals to deliver 
the associated sheets, is controlled by a cam 
76, on the shaft 15 of the rotary carrier 13 
through the connection 77. 
The coacting folding mechanism on the 

carriers 13 and 14 is of the well known ?oat 
ing blade and jaw type, in which the cam 
78 controls the blade 18 and the cams 79, 
80, and 81, control the jaws 19 and 20. 
A ?xed cam 82 controls the grippers 17 

of the rotary carrier 14 and a ?xed cam 83 
controls the grippers 23 of the rotary car 
rier 21 at the point where they receive the 
folded sheet or sheets from the rotary car 
rier 13. 
The coacting folding mechanism of the ro 

tary carriers 31, 32, is of the well known 
?oating blade and jaw type, the operation 
of the blade 36 being controlled by the cam 
84 and the operation of the jaws 37 being 
controlled by the cams 85, 86, S7. 
The grippers 35 011 the rotary carrier 31 

are tumbler operated, the tumbler 88 being 
controlled by the pins 89, 90. The grippers 
35 are opened to release the associated sheets 
at the time of folding, by the stationary 
cam 91. ' 

The grippers 26, 26*, on the rotary carrier 
24 are tumbler operated, the tumblers 92 
for the grippers 26 being operated by the 
pins 93, 94, and the tumblers 95 of the grip 
pers 26* being controlled by the pins 96, 97. 
The movement of the sheet stop 3 is con 

trolled by the cams 98, 99, arranged to sue 
cessively engage the sheet stop roller 100 and 
the movement of the sheet stop 4 is con 
trolled by cams 101, 102, arranged to suc 
cessively engage the sheet stop roller 103. 
The movement of the sheet stop 30 is con» 

trolled by the cam 104 which is arranged to 
engage the sheet stop roller 105v. 

Positively driven rollers 106, 107, bear 
against the surface of the rotary carrier 21 
to hold the sheets in register thereon when 
the grippers are open and a positively driven 
roller 108 engages the surface of the rotary 
carrier24 to hold the sheets in register there_ 
on when their grippers are open. 
A ?xed cam 109 opens the grippers 26 to 

permit'the sheets fed from the extra source 
of sheet supply 1 to be transferred to the 
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grippers 23 of the associating carrier 21. 
A ?xed cam 110 opens the grippers 26* to 
release the sheets fed from the extra source 
of sheet supply 2, for association with the 
folded group of sheets and the extra sheet 
fed from the ‘source 1. 
The mechanism is herein shown as ar— 

ranged for association with a transversely 
once-folded sheet or sheets of an \insert 
sheet fed from the source of supply 1 and 
a cover sheet fed from the source of supply 
2 with the insert 011 one side of the folded 
sheet or sheets and the cover on the other 
side thereof. , 

The rolls 9, 10, are arranged to feed one 
or more webs to the rotary cutters 5, 6, where 
sheets are severed from the web or webs and 
fed through the guides 11, 12, to the coacting 
folding carriers 13, 14. 
In the meantime, the rotary carrier 24 has 

taken an insert sheet from the source of sup 
ply 1 and fed it to one of the grippers 23 on 
the associating carrier 21. As this gripper 
23, with its insert reaches a point between 
the carriers 21 and 13 the folded sheet or 
sheets is transferred from the carrier 13 to 
the carrier 21 on top of the insert sheet. As 
the associated insert and folded sheets reach 
a point between the carriers 24 and 21, a 
cover sheet, which has been taken from the 
source of sheet supply 2 by one of the grip 
pers 26*, is placed on top of the folded-sheet 
or sheets and the so associated cover, insert 
and interposed foldedv sheets are then fed 
forwardly onto the stitcher table 27, the 
switch 69 being thrown into position to in 
sure the passage of the insert sheet with the 
others onto the said table. When these as: 
sociated sheets reach the stop 30, the sheets 
are stitched transversely of their travel. 
The stop 30 is then raised and the advance 
edges of the sheets are grasped by the set of 
grippers 35 on the rotary carrier 31. The 
associated sheets are then folded off along 
their stitched line, transverse of their travel, 
onto the rotary carrier 32, and are delivered 
therefrom to the delivery mechanism 42, 43. 
To secure a rapid delivery of the prod 

uct, and, at the same time, give su?icient 
time for the proper stitching of the same, 
I have found a convenient arrangement to 
be the provision of two sets of insert trans 
fer grippers alternating with two sets of 
cover transfer grippers on the rotary car 
rier 24; five sets of grippers 23 on the rotary 
carrier 21; two sets of folding jaws 19, 20, 
on the rotary carrier 13 coacting with a 
single folding blade 18 on the rotary car 
rier l4 and the provision of a single set of 
grippers 35 on the rotary carrier 31 and a 
single tucking blade 36 on the rotary car— 
rier 31 coacting with a single set'of folding 
jaws 37 on the rotary carrier 32. 

It is obvious that the rotary carriers 13 
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14, can handle single, sheetsor a plurality. ,sociatedksheets, together and delivering the.“ ‘v 
of superimposed sheets fedfrom therotary ‘same-14.3] . e . 
cutters 5, 6, and is also obviousthat the .8. Means; for. foldinga sheetqpr' sheets,,;;. " 
rotary carrier can feed one'sheet orja ._,-Ineans for associating .extra-sheetsgfed‘from 
plurality‘vof superimposedsheets. from;each;.,diiferent sources With said folded.sheet.;§oi=._- (-3 
of the different sources of sheet supplyv 1. sheets, ‘a; common means for, feedingrthe 70 
and 2, ‘without gdeipartingt from. the, spirit ._.,.;extra;_.sheets successivelyito. the associating-l“ 
and scopeof myinvention. , ' meansxand meansfor foldinggithesoasso 

It is evident that‘ changes may beyresorted, ciated, sheets; together .and deliveringqtlle' 
to in the form, construction and, arrangemvsamen , a - 
ment‘of, the-several ,partswwithout.depart;1, ‘ -9. Means for; folding; .a?sheettor. sheets, .15.." 
ing from the spiritand‘scopeof,mysiinven- 2 means?jfor associating-extra.sheetsifedfrorn. p111 
tion; hence I do not wish to limit myself different sourcesnwith ‘said,folded,islaeetaorv 
strictly to thestructure herein ,shownhand 
described, but . 
\Vhatl claim is; . 
1. Means for cuttingand foldingna main... 

web sheet or sheets, means, for zassociating_ 
cover and. insert sheets fedffrom different,_. I 

‘sheets, a common means for feedingtheeX 
tra sheets;successively_ to; the‘ associatinga y, 
mean-.8’. anclllieansi'or stitching‘ androldins 80 i 
,the so‘ associated sheets.togetheranddeliven' . - . 
ing the . 

10. ‘Rotary’, carriers arrangednto. fold 
sources with said'ffolded sheet or sheets, and ,main :web sheet ortsheets vand a,~_rotary;.car .. 

means for stitching the sovassociated sheets ,rier arranged to associate‘ cover and insertiss; . 
together and delivering the same. __ sheets‘v fedfrom different sources With the . 

2. Meansfor cutting and folding-amain,._folded,sheetorsheets;i,‘i v 
web sheet or sheets,‘ meansfor associating_ 11. ‘Rotary carriers, arranged to fold 'a;. .. 
cover and insertv sheetslfed from diiferent._ main ~web sheet,.or,sheets,>-a rotary carrier‘ - 
sources with said folded sheet or she_ets,_.andv arranged1 to associate coverand insert sheets 90 
means for folding the so associated ‘sheets ,fed fromdifferentsources with thefoldedu ; 
together I and. delix’eringn thesame. 1 ‘ , sheet _or. ,sl1eets,»,and. means for .stitchingthey : 

3. Means for cutting andfoldinga main SQ,E1S$Ociated~sh?®t$;'60g613h6I‘u?11d delivering 
Web sheet or sheets, means for “associating; the same. ' 
cover and ~insert ‘sheets fed from different vM12. Rotary carriers" arrangedto fold aDS 
sourcesqvith said folded sheet 1or sheets, “main (web sheet‘ors'sheetswa irotary.,-carrier - 
and means for stitching ,and folding the so “arranged, to; associate cover andinsert sheets.‘ ' 
associated sheets together and delivering . fed from differentsonrcestwith the folded I I 
the same. ‘ sheet onsheets, and meansfor. foldinglthe, _ 

4:. Means, for cutting and folding a.main so associated; sl1€6tS=tOg6ther~and delivering-100. 
web sheet or sheets,.means, for __associati_ng thew-Ines .U. . 
cover and insert sheets fed from .clifferent... -.13- Rotary i§ZLIFiQFS>s?l‘l‘?ngedzi0 fOld am“: 
sources with said folded sheet or sheets, ‘ .main Web sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier,» 
and a common meansforyfeeding the cover _arrangedtoiassociate cover and .insertsheets i. e 
and insert sheetsato, ‘theassociating,means.vi ; fed fnom,di?',erent_;-sources with the-folded 105 

5. Meanslfor cutting ‘and folding, aymain .,,$.116et 01‘ Sheets, andmeansfforstitohing and. -, ~ ' 
web sheet or: sheetsrmeansnfor associating ,foldingtl1e,so,associated sheetstogether and» _ . . 
cover and insert‘ sheets-fed from different .(leliveringathesameu > .' . 
sourcesmwith said foldedsheet' or ‘sheets, 14:- Rotarycarriers arrangedi-to .fold a-_ 
common'tmeans ‘for feedingvthe coyer' and.v main {Weh,sheet or. sheets, airotaryicarrierrllo 
insert sheets to the associating meanshand , , arranged. to associatecover and insert sheets» ' 
meansvfor stitching the so associatedsheets ,fed from different ‘sources with the; folded .. 1 
togetheriand delivering the same. __ sheet or,,sh_eets, and rotary» carrier~ar 

6. Meanspfor cutting andfoldinga; main ._ , rangedltorrfeedtheicover andv insert-sheets to 
Web sheet or sheets, means, for, associating. ._ U16 Sheet assoclating carrier; - . 115 
cover and insert sheets fed from different; , 1_5. Rotary,carriers arranged t0=fold a~_ 1 
sources with said folded. sheetnor sheets,q1,_11i,L111 w?bsheet ,-0_1‘; sheets,gaxrotarycarrien»l-? 
a common means for feedingtthe coyerand~ arranged toiyassociateicqver and insertsheets ' 

insert sheets to the associatingmeans, and fed fl‘Om CllffelfelltréSouncesnvith thelfoldedf means for folding ‘the, so associated sheetsgsheet 0r sheets, ;a,rotary carrierarranged' to »-120, 1 
tOgetheraJid delivering the same. , _ feed thecoverandinsert sheets to the sheet 

7. Means for cutting. and folding a-main associatingcarrier, and means forstitching. 
Web sheet, or sheets, .means for associating ,the SO associated sheets together and-delixh. cover and insert sheets fed from differenti, ering the same. _ 

sources with said folded sheet or. sheets, 1a-, _-_‘ 16. Rotary'..carriers arranged Ito;- fold ‘a. 125‘. 

commonwmeans for feeding the ‘cover and .main Web sheet or sheets,,>a rotary, carrier; . insert ‘sheets .tolthe associating“ means, and, arrangedito associate cover and-insertsheets e 

meansforhstitching .and'cfolding- the so as- ,-_. fed from different sourcesswith, the folded 
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sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged to 
feed the cover and insert sheets to the sheet 
associating carrier, and means for folding 
the so associated sheets together and deliv~ 
ering the same. 

17. Rotary carriers arrranged to fold a 
main Web sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier 
arranged to associate cover and insert sheets 
fed from different sources with the folded 
sheet Or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged to 
feed the cover and insert sheets to the sheet 
associating carrier, and means for stitching 
and folding the so associated sheets together 
and delivering the same. 

18. Rotary carriers arranged to fold a 
sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged to 
associate extra sheets fed from different 
sources with the folded sheet or sheets, and 
a rotary carrier arranged to feed the extra 
sheets successively to the sheet associating 
carrier. ' I 

19. Rotary carriers arranged to fold a 
sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged to 
associate extra sheets fed from different 
sources with the folded sheet or sheets, a ro 
tary carrier arranged to feed the extra 
sheets successively to the sheet associating 
carrier, and means for stitching the so asso~ 
ciated sheets together and delivering the 
same. 

20. Rotary carriers arranged to fold a 
sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged to 
associate extra sheets fed from di?'erent 
sources With the folded sheet or sheets, a 
rotary carrier arranged to feed the extra 
sheets successively to the sheet associating 
carrier, and means for folding the so asso 
ciated sheets together and delivering the 
same. 

21. Rotary carriers arranged to fold a 
sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged to 
associate extra sheets fed from different 
sources With the folded sheet or sheets, a 
rotary carrier arranged to feed the extra 
sheets successively to the sheet associating 
carrler, and means for stitching and folding 
the so associated sheets together and deliv 
ering the same. 

22. Rotary carriers arranged to fold a 
sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged 
to associate extra sheets fed from different 
sources with the folded sheet or sheets, and 
a rotary carrier arranged to feed the extra 
sheets to the sheet associating carrier, the 
parts being so timed that the sheet associat 
111g carrier Will first take an extra sheet, 
then the folded sheet or sheets and finally 
associate therewith another extra sheet. 

23. Rotary carriers arranged to fold a 
sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged 
to associate extra sheets fed from different 
sources with the folded sheet or sheets, a 
rotary carrier arranged to‘feed the extra 
sheets to the sheet assoclating carrier, the 

parts being so timed that the sheet associat 

then the folded sheet or sheets and ?nally 
associate therewith another extra sheet, ‘and 
means for stitching the so associated sheets 
together and delivering'the same. 

24:. Rotary carriers arranged to fold a 
sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged 
to associate extra sheets fed from different 
sources With the folded sheet or sheets, a 
rotar’ carrier arranged to feed the extra 
sheets to the sheet associating carrier, the 
parts being so timed that the sheet associat 

‘ ing carrier Will first take an extra sheet, 
then the folded sheet or sheets and finally 
associate therewith another extra sheet, and 
means for folding the so associated sheets 
together and delivering the same. 

25. Rotary carriers arranged to fold a 
vsheet or sheets, a rotary carrier arranged, 
to associate extra sheets fed from different 
sources with the folded sheet ‘or sheets, a 
rotary carrier arranged to feed the extra 
sheets to the sheet associating carrier, the 
parts being so timed that the sheet associat- ‘ 
ing carrier will ?rst take an extra sheet, 
then the folded sheet or sheets and ?nally 
associate therewith another extra sheet, and 
means for stitching and folding the so as 
sociated sheets together and delivering the 
same. ' 

26. Means for folding a sheet or sheets, 
a rotary carrier arranged to associate extra 
sheets fed from different sources With the 
folded sheet or sheets, and a rotary carrier 
arranged to take the extra sheets at differ 
ent points on the carrier and feed them to 
the associating carrier at different times. 

27. Means for folding a sheet or sheets, 
a rotary carrier arranged to associate extra 
sheets fed from different sources With the 
folded sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier ar 
ranged to take the extra sheets at different 
points on the carrier and feed them to the 
associating carrier at different times, and 
means for stitching the so associated sheets 
together and delivering the same. 

28. Means for folding a sheet or sheets, 
a rotary carrier arranged to associate extra 
sheets fed from different sources with the 
folded sheet or sheets,‘ a rotary carrier ar 
ranged to take the extra sheets at different 
points on the carrier and feed them to the 
associating carrier at different times, and 
means for folding the so associated sheets 
together and delivering the same. 

29. Means for folding a sheet or sheets, 
a rotary carrier arranged to associate extra 
sheets fed from different sources with the 
folded sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier ar 
ranged to take the extra sheets at different 
points on the carrier and feed them to the 
associating carrier at different times, and 
means for stitching and folding the so asso~ 

ing carrier will first take an extra sheet,‘ 
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tiated sheets ‘together and for 
foldnig a main, ‘sheet ‘or’; sheets and for v,feed- ‘ ,‘jsoglviean‘s is, 'folding'islieet ‘(messing thé'isemiertwhe aséeeiatinglcarrier, a 

a rotary,carrier'having"anoddnumber of; 'commoirgmeans,arrangediftoptalge vtheilextra 
surfaces. upon. Whwh extra Sheets fslifl'olaa slleet-sauceessrely from-the di?erlentseurces 
_ different sources are associated ,wlthveach of, extra sheet supplypand transfer themlqsuc 

' folded ‘sheet or sheets,v and, a1 rota'rymarrier“ cessively’ to the associating carriennto be 
_ vhaving an even number of surfaces on which‘; combinedpwith I the, folded sheet or, sheets, 

“folded sheet or sheets. 
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"the extra ‘sheets are taken'i‘n'succession,from},v and i,means, for stitching ‘the-so associated 
.10 the’‘differentsources= fron‘i'which.‘ they»; sheetstogether.andédelivering-thesame. 

are fed at different times to the associating“, Asourcesof; sheemsupply, dif 
rarrier to be: associated thereon With each ‘ferent extraysheetisupplyna ro 

‘ tary’ sheet associating carrier, means for 
. 31- Meaae fer. folding ashes-,- or sheets“ ifqldiliaamain.v sheet cashless,andrfqrrreea 

a rotary carrier having" an odd number; o_f,;_,;1ng the same to the associating carrier, a 
surfaces upon which extra sheets fed from common means arranged to. take the, extra 
different sources are associated with each Sheets successively from the different sources 
folded sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier hav- of extra sheet supply and transfer them 
ing an even number of surfaces on which successively to the associating carrier to be 
the extra sheets are taken in succession from Combined With the folded sheet of sheets, 
the different sources and from which they and means for folding the so associated 
are fed at different times to the associating sheets together and delivering the same. 
carrier to be associated thereon with each 37. A source of main sheet supply, dif 
folded sheet or sheets, and means for stitch- ferent sources of extra sheet supply, a ro 
ing the so associated sheets together and de- tary sheet associating carrier, means for 
livering the same. folding a main sheet or sheets and for feed7 

32. Means for folding a sheet or sheets, mg the same to the associating carrier, a 
a rotary carrier having an odd number of common means arranged to take the extra 
surfaces upon which extra sheets fed from sheets successively from the different sources 
different sources are associated with each of extra sheet supply and transfer them suc 
folded sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier hav- cessively to the associating carrier to be 
ing an even number of surfaces on which combined With the folded sheet or sheets, 
the extra sheets are taken in succession from and means for stitching and folding the so 
the different sources and from which they associated sheets together and delivering the 
are fed at different times to the associating same. ‘ 
carrier to be associated thereon with each 38. A source of main sheet supply, dif 
folded sheet or sheets, and means for fold- ferent sources of extra sheet supply, av ro 
ing the so associated sheets together and de- tary sheet associating carrier, means for 
livering the same. folding a main sheet or sheets, and for feed 

33. Means for folding a sheet or sheets, ing the same to the associating carrier, and 
a rotary carrier having an odd number of a single rotary carrier arranged to take the 
surfaces upon which extra sheets fed from extra sheets successively from the different‘ 
different sources are associated With each sources of extra sheet supply'and transfer 
folded sheet or sheets, a rotary carrier hav- them successively to the assoclatmg carrier, 
ing an even number of surfaces on which to be combined With the folded sheet or 
the extra sheets are taken in succession from sheets. 
different sources and from which they are 39. A source of main sheet supply, dif 
fed at different times to the associating ferent sources of extra sheet supply, a r04 
carrier to be associated thereon with each tary sheet associating carrier, means for 
folded sheet or sheets, and means for stitch- folding a main sheet or sheets, and for feed 
ing and folding the so associated sheets to- ing the same to the associating carrier, a 
gether and delivering the same. 

34. A source of main sheet supply, dif— 
ferent sources of extra sheet supply, a ro 
tary sheet associating carrier, means for 
folding a main sheet or sheets and for feed 
ing the same to the associating carrier, and 
a common means arranged to take the extra 
sheets successively from the different sources 
of extra sheet supply and transfer them suc 
cessively to the associating carrier to be 
combined with the folded sheet or sheets. 

35. A source of main sheet supply, dif 
ferent sources of extra sheet supply, a rod 

single rotary carrier arranged to take the 
extra sheets successively from the different 
sources of extra sheet supply and transfer 
them successively to the associating carrier 
to be combined with the folded sheet or 
sheets, and means for stitching the so asso 
ciated sheets together and delivering the 
same. 

40. A source of main sheet supply, dif 
ferent sources of extra sheet supply, a ro 
tary sheet associating carrier, means for 
folding a main sheet or sheets‘, and for feed 
ing the same to the asseeiating carrier,’ a 
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single rotary carrier arranged to take the 
extra sheets successively from the different 

"sources of extra sheet supply and transfer 
* them successively to the assoclating carrier 
to-be combined With the folded sheet or 
sheets, and means for folding the so asso 
ciated sheets together and delivering the 
same. a 

41. A source of main sheet sup 1y, dif 
ferent sources of extra sheet supp y, a ro 
tary sheet associating carrier, means for 
folding a main sheet or sheets, and for feed 
ing the same to the associating carrier, a 

1,269,039 

single rotary carrier arranged to take the 
extra sheets successively from the different 
sources of extra sheet supply and transfer 
them successively to the associating carrier 
to be combined with the folded sheet ‘01' 
sheets, and means for stitching and folding 
the so associated sheets together and de— 
livering the same. _ 
In testimony, that I claim the foregoing 

as my invention, I have signed my name 
this third day of August, 1916. 

HOWARD M. BARBER. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained. for ?ve cents each, by addressing the "Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D. G.” 
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